To improve the real-time performance of software radar signal processing, utilizing graphics processors unit (GPU) computation ability for radar signal processing hardware acceleration. This Paper designs implementation strategy of radar signal processing in CPU-GPU system and optimizes radar signal processing algorithm on GPU parallel computing characteristics. As the results shows, contrasting with the CPU computing platform, GPU computation can achieve more than 20 times speedup, and can also execute radar signal processing of the entire process in real-time, reflect the good engineering value and application prospect.
Introduction
At present, radar development has a growing trend toward digitalization and software implementation. Using open typed, digital and common-hardware based platform and loading model software on-site makes software radar having the potential to achieve all kinds of functions. In addition, radar functions are carried out by software, thus the software radar has numerous advantages such as shorter development cycle, lower cost and multimode developing potential. As a result, software radar is now becoming hot spot of research in related fields.
Real-time performance has always been one of the bottlenecks problems, especially the real-time performance of signal processing. A considerable part of work focus on software implement of signal processing. Therefore, most of the mainstream research projects always adopt the plates carrying multi DSP and FPGA which have better linkage for software and hardware [1~3] . In recent years, the gradually improving calculating capability of computer Graphic Process Unit (GPU) based on common computer offers the hardware support for the realization of software radar [4] [5] [6] . At the time the main usage of GPU has been transitioning from graphics rendering to common computing, its implication has also changed from graphics processor to common processor. GPU is multiple core structure and with hundreds of calculating unit. Its processing capabilities is over 1 TFlops for single precision floating point while the double precision floating point up to 600 GFlops. Parallel computing based on GPU structure has become focus issue. On the field of GPU accelerating signal processing for radar, document [7] brings out the system design of software radar based GPU, whose main work is signal down conversion and generation for I、Q channels signal. Document [8] brings up that the real time performance of spectrum analysis and peak search for continuous wave radar could be enhanced by GPU acceleration. It can decrease the system response time apparently to make spectrum analysis and peak search carried out in GPU.
The performing configuration of radar signal processing is designed according to the GPU device structure. Then using GPU characteristic of fine-grained concurrent execution of threads, it designs mission mapping and signal parallel processing in GPU for all modules of radar signal processing. At last, the results of emulation and experimental results prove the feasibility of this project.
Execute method of radar signal processing on CPU-GPU
The hardware platform of software radar consists of antenna system, frequency component, A/D sampling components, universal computer and radar terminal devices, shown in Fig. 1 .
Figure 1. Composition diagram of Software Radar System
The received signal transforms into universal computer signal on frequency component by down conversion. After that it will be sent to high speed A/D sampling device and converted into digital signal. The digital signal would be then sent to process by universal computer. The detecting and processing of radar signal will be accomplished by software. As the course of radar signal process is pipelined mode and with high sampling rate, general computer could complete pre-process and dominate the mission scheduling of signal process and allocation. According to the flow of the radar signal process, the data is transferred to video card memory by PCI-E bus module, and executed parallel process by the specific SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) of GPU. The way of sample-data processing is the same in every PRF, which shows advantage in multithread and fine grained parallel process. The process is executed asynchronously by creating stream that can perform the data calculate for previous PRF and data transfer for next PRF at the time, and save overlapping time for communication and calculation excellently, shown in Fig. 2 . Memory optimization is a significant way to improve the multithread parallel process of GPU [9] [10] [11] . As to increase data transfer band width, pinned-memory is created for sampling point. Host side pointer is mapped to the address of GPU by its zero-copy function. It can reduce the time for allocating video card memory and data copy that the core function in signal process module can make communication directly between host and device-side. It is adopted to use texture memory saving index of low-pass filter and texture kernel function reading texture memory. Since the texture memory could only be read, it can optimize the spatial part performance to accelerate cache memory's access speed [12] . The access speed of shall memory is hundreds of times to the global storage's. Using it to matrix transpose for radar signal process, pulse accumulation and CFAR detection perform better in acceleration by allocating sample data to shall memory in batches and cooperative computing [13] . 3．Description of parallel algorithm for radar signal process based on GPU Radar signal process includes such aspects as quadrature phase rectifying, pulse compression, MTI, MTD, accumulation and CFAR. Mapping calculation to the abstract thread is the main part for parallel computing of signal process with GPU, which is reasonably arranging the calculation of current thread and managing every save units well.
Digital quadrature phase rectifying and pulse compression
The objective for digital quadrature phase is to transform the intermediate-frequency signal to two orthogonal signals of I and Q of zero intermediate frequency. In this paper, the digital down conversion for direct intermediate frequency sample is used. The intermediate frequency digital signal for radar receiver can be written as: 
Every thread that executes kernel function reads sampling points of intermediate frequency signals in global storage on condition of merge access. Each sample point is taken as a process unit and mapped to thread, while the address of need treat data on it is determined by indexes of thread and block. The index of each thread matches the each corresponding sample value of current mission. In this condition the parallel execution is carried out according the corresponding global index, which takes place of complex dot-multiply, interpolation and recycle of filter. The coefficient of digital low-pass filter could be got by simulation. Because texture memory has high speed cache on chip and we can use texture memory hit rate to improve the data read speed, the index of filter is saved in texture memory on the way of address library and be read when execute quadrature phase detecting.
When the time-domain bandwidth product big is, the computation of pulse compress with frequency domain FFT is less than time domain correlation. Index of linear frequency modulation pulse compress is the conjugate turnover of complex envelope signal 
Every thread maintains sample point value and filter index respectively. Parallel process of FFT and complex dot-multiply is executed among threads. When the length of sample data is i, it is need to make i N  2 points DFT for signal and filter indexes. The result of pulse compress would be obtained by multiplying the radar received wave and frequency response coefficient of matched filter and then sending the outcome to FFT.
MTI and MTD
The fixed secondary canceller, which consists of two cascade onetime canceller, is common in engineering application. The way of realization is shown as Fig.3 : 
is I and Q channel signal on the time of s iT for the m-th pulse repetition period. According to the design of canceller, the size of created video memory is cascaded times of the size of received signal, which is adopted to save continuous echo data after pulse compress. The echo data of every compressed pulse is saved in video memory on the way of first-in-first-out. Complex iteration of every range cell is executed concurrently with the indexes of threads. The sampling data maintained by every thread is weighted by delay line and subtracted with data of current repeating period on the way that there is periodical interval between them.
The theory of MTD is covering the full repetition frequency range by connecting narrow band filters after MTI, which actually make coherent integration of different channels. On the aspect of calculation, it can execute filtering with FFT filters. On the course of MTD, data of m repetition periods is saved as one dimensional array and matrix transposition would be taken on the way of chessboard division. DFT process is made to the data on same range cell or the data of every row of matrix.
Video accumulation and constant false alarm rate detection
Video accumulation is done after envelope detector, and normal amplitude detector is linear. It can improve the signal-to-noise ratio to using the relativity of echo pulses to accumulate. The expression of time domain is:
M is the number of accumulating echo pulses, which can share the threads of shall storage to communicate. The net is divided into two-dimensional array structure. While it is processing, the data of i sampling points of m pulse repeating periods is transposed to a M i  matrix. All thread net is divided into I blocks and every block process a row data. M sampling points of the same range cell is copied from video memory to shall storage of thread blocks. The sum is calculated out with parallel reduction algorithm. Every block process a row data. At last, function of __syncthreads() is called to make synchronization, and results of every block are written back in global storage. By reasonably using shall memory as fetch memory and thread communication for interim data, the repetition reading times to global storage could not only be reduce but delay for accessing global data would also be avoided. Thus, the algorithm efficiency improves obviously.
It is required to calculate sum of n/2 （n=4,8,16…） points data on each side of every range cell for the algorithm of average class CFAR detection. For the array of front or behind detected cell which is not enough to n/2 points, the common average value of both side of detected range cell would be used as replacement. The principle block diagram is shown as Fig.4 .
Figure 4. Composition diagram of the mean-CFAR
In order to avoid reading data from global storage too frequently, the data is copied by divisions from global storage to shall storage in thread block. However, in the conterminous thread blocks, the last n/2 part data of front thread block overlaps with the force n/2 part data of next thread block. Avoid accessing simultaneously for threads, shall storage will be multiplexed. Every thread calculates respectively the sum of the sequence with corresponding points before or after one element, so that every thread block accomplishes the calculation of mean for continuous section in sequence. The result would be taken as threshold to compare with detecting points.
Simulation analysis and checking with experimental data
As to check the acceleration ability of parallel algorithm of radar signal process based on GPU, the executing time is maintained for radar intermediate-frequency signal with different sampling frequency along with the complete constructed course of radar signal process and compared with the results of CPU calculation. Two platforms on GPU are adopted, one is NVIDIA Tesla C2050 and the other is NVIDIA GT9400. The Tesla C2050 is using Fermi structure and has 448 CUDA cores, whose single precision peak could be up to 1 T flops.
CPU is Intel Core i7 @ 2.67GHz processor, and the operational model and parameters are the same for both CPU and GPU. Emphasized is that the recycle and iteration of signal process algorithm based CPU are executed parallel with OPENMP and using MKL to realize FFT.
Instance simulation analysis
Radar signal in the instance is linear frequency modulation signal. MTI and MTD use double delay line and Doppler filters of 8 points FFT. Due to echo signal on the front two repetitive period which is used to pulse cancelling could be used on the time of third repetitive period echo signal arrival, so for a complete course of mediate frequency signal process, 10 times orthogonal phrase detection and pulse compress, 8 times MTI, and once MTD, pulse accumulation and CFAR detection will be needed. Since the pulse repetitive period is about 1.5ms on engineering usage and each work models varies greatly, the center frequency of radar mediate frequency is set to 30MHz and bandwidth is 4MHz in the instance. According band-pass nyquist sampling theorem, the range of sampling points is set to In the table above, the data of GPU calculation platform include the transmitting time of sampling data between memory and video memory. In table 1, we can find out that CPU platform cannot complete real-time process for mediate frequency in 10 pulse repetitive periods. The calculation speed of the second GPU platform is about 1.5 times above as CPU platform, but the execution time still exceeds 15 ms. On the condition of 10000 sampling points, the time for GPU and CPU platform slightly differs. The reasons behind that are the multithread fine-grain parallel calculation capability of GPU could not show up completely, in the same time the ratio for time of data transfer in the whole execution time also increases. The storage wall of GPU calculation takes effect strikingly, and even GT9400 is bottom graphic processor and only have 16 core processors. The first GPU calculation platform uses special science calculation graphic processor, as the sampling points increases, the ratio of executive speed compare with optimized CPU program, reach 20 times at top. It is shown as After GPU platform 1 finishes signal processing for 100000 sampling points, its execution time is about 15ms. In order to avoid frequency mixing, on the condition that the sampling frequency is set to 50MHz and the number of sampling points is 75000, the first GPU platform can finish all radar signal process on time.
Checking with experimental data
With sampling data after pulse compressing of a certain radar, ability checking and analysis are carried out. When azimuth and range resolution cell is 4096  10000 sampling points for experimental data, the results of the verification are shown as Fig.6 and Fig.7 . Signals of 10 pulse repetitive periods are chosen consecutively from original data to make simulation. Fig.6(a) is one of the original data in a repetitive period. From fig.6(b) , it can be concluded that as a result of MTI/MTD, pulse accumulation and CFAR detection, clutter and noise is suppressed effectively and signal-to-noise ratio of target echo increase. The original sampling data after signal processing is shown in p model display as fig.7 (b), which shows that sea clutter, noise, ground clutter and cloud clutter on radar echo decrease, and after coherent accumulation and CFAR detection, far beyond small targets hidden in noises could also be discovered. The processing results of experimental data prove that the design functions well on radar signal processing.
Conclusions
A framework of radar signal process based on CPU-GPU is set to bring out the signal process parallel algorithm. Simulation and experimental results prove that process of radar signal with GPU could accomplish the whole process in real time. Software radar signal process model, parallel thread mapping and memory optimization all realize in the accelerated signal processing algorithm brought out in this paper. Its modularization, generality and portability are superior to traditional hardware design, which establishes foundation for software radar signal process algorithm accelerated by GPU to be used on engineering application.
